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Publishing on the Web is a complex activity for which the knowledge of the HTML
language is only a very basic prerequisite. Web publishers have to compose good HTML
documents that satisfy a number of constraints imposed by the WWW media. They must
then interlink these documents to build webs with good readability and maintainability
properties. During this process, publishers have to use and sometimes to program software
tools, ranging from editors and converters to sophisticated documentation systems.. A tour
of the web publishing tasks is presented. At each stage, guidelines and automated tools are
proposed, that may contribute to build webs of good quality.
1 Introduction
The World-Wide Web (or the Web) is progressively becoming the standard way to publish
information in High Energy Physics. The fact that the Web has been invented at CERN is not
surprising because it solves many problems met by large distributed physics collaborations to
share and deliver information.
Publishing on the Web covers many applications:
• Provide general information, e.g. see [1]
• Present activities and experiments, e.g. see [2]
• Publish results and reports, e.g. see [3]
• Publish engineering documentation, e.g. see [4]
• Distribute internal project information, e.g. see [5]
• Gather information on a given subject, e.g. see [6]
• Advertise services, e.g. see [7]
• Provide software online help, e.g. see [8]
• Monitor equipment, e.g. see [9]
The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of the concepts, techniques and tools to build
such webs.
2 The Web Publisher’s Workbench
Browsing the web is easy (despite the fact that it is also easy to get lost), but publishing is a
difficult and highly technical activity that requires knowledge of:
• the HyperText Markup Language (HTML),
• how to compose good HTML documents, avoid pitfalls and apply the WWW etiquette,
• how to design readable and consistent webs, by connecting individual HTML
documents,
• how to organise and maintain a web,
• various tools and programming languages.
Figure 1 summarises the objects and tools involved in the publishing process. Central to the
publishing process are the HTML documents. Publishing on the Web means producing such
documents possibly using simple and/or complex tools.
• With text editors, publishers use HTML as a programming language, editing both
markup and text. No syntax checking is of course performed.
• HTML editors begin to appear. They belong to two categories: syntactic editors have
menus to help the markup process. Syntax checking and HTML preview are usually
provided. WYSIWYG graphical editors allow you to edit and view at the same time.
• Automatic converters (sometimes called filters) can be used to generate HTML out of
documents written in other formats. For instance, there are converters for most
commercial word processing systems (see section 4.4).
• Common Gateway Interfaces (CGIs) are programs coupled with a WWW server and that
generate HTML files dynamically upon request. CGIs may for instance be used to
connect to a database, select data, process it and produce an HTML document (see [10]
for detailed information about CGIs).
Once published, HTML documents have to be maintained, using the above mentioned tools, and
possibly maintenance tools.
3 Composing HTML Documents
The precise HTML syntax will not be detailed here, the reader is referred to some of the
numerous tutorials and reference manuals available on the web, accessible from [11], [12].
HTML is easy and simple to learn. But this apparent simplicity should not hide some essential
Figure 1: This diagram represents the Web publisher’s workbench. The publisher produces and























features that are often forgotten by Web publishers, and sometimes also by the designers of
WWW browsers and tools.
3.1 The Essence of HTML
One of the main ingredients of HTML is device independence. The success of the Web is due
to the fact that the documents you publish will be accessible world-wide, whatever the WWW
browser, and whatever the platform where it runs (Unix, Mac, PC, ...).
In order to fulfil this requirement, HTML is designed as a structural, not as a presentation
markup language. With HTML, the author marks up its text with tags to indicate its structure.
For instance there are HTML tags to indicate that a paragraph corresponds to a heading, that
another paragraph is a numbered item in a list, that a piece of text is emphasised, etc. Not only
an HTML document is portable from one platform to another, but it is a real electronic
document that may be analysed, indexed, converted and transformed by automated tools.
Presentation features such as fonts, layout, alignments, colors are not usually portable
from one platform to another and you will not (or rather you should not) find HTML tags for
this purpose. How an HTML document is displayed is always in the hands of the WWW
browser. The way to represent a given HTML element is sometimes hard-wired within the
browser, and is sometimes customisable by the user.
3.2 The HTML Syntax
The HTML language is governed by a very precise syntax [13]. An HTML document should
strictly obey this syntax in order to be interpretable by all existing WWW browsers. If HTML
is incorrect, the result is unpredictable. Browsers such as Lynx [14] and Arena [15] signal if an
HTML document is not correct. HTML correctness is not enforced by the widely used browsers
NCSA Mosaic [16] and Netscape [17], that are very permissive and accept illegal HTML.
Examples of illegal HTML constructs are:
• Putting headings inside list items to get ‘big’ listitems
<UL><LI><H1> ...</H1><LI> ... </UL>
• Lists inside Headings (to achieve the same thing)
<H1><UL><LI> ...<LI> ... </UL></H1>
• Using paragraphs inside headings
<H2>...<P>...<P>...</H2>
• Using UL and OL to achieve indentation
<UL>...<P>...<P>...</UL>
• Character highlights that ‘span’ structural elements (to have to insert less tags)
<EM>...<P>...</EM>    ->    <EM>...</EM><P><EM>...</EM>
To avoid potential problems related to incorrect syntax, any HTML document has to be
validated. For this purpose, you may use an HTML editor such as HotMetal [18] or Symposia
[19], that will not let you introduce illegal HTML. You may also test your documents with the
Lynx or Arena browsers. They will signal incorrect HTML.The best solution is probably to use
HTML checkers (e.g. Weblint [20]), or send your documents to a remote validation service (e.g.
HALSoft[21]).
3.3 Device Independence
Each HTML browser shows HTML slightly differently, we have seen why in Section 3.1. It is
thus tempting to write incorrect HTML because it looks good on Mosaic or Netscape. In
addition, some browsers such as Netscape support HTML extensions that are not part of the
HTML standard. These extensions are very attractive because they add presentation capabilities
to HTML: background images, centering of text, choice of fonts, etc. Such extensions break the
device independence principle because they are not interpreted by all other browsers.
The Web publisher should also consider plain text browsers such as Lynx. Even if it
contains graphics, any HTML page should make sense and be readable on an ascii terminal.
This is why the <IMG> HTML tag to inline images has an ALT (alternate text attribute) to
specify the text to be displayed when graphics are not supported. If this alternate text is omitted,
the document may not be usable when seen with a plain text browser. For instance, look at
Figures 2, 3 and 4 to see what happens when text alternative is not specified
3.4 HTML Semantics
Syntactically correct HTML may still be doubtful because if it does not follow the HTML
semantics. A typical example is the use of the <H1> tag to get bigger fonts. The <H1> HTML
tag is, according to the standard, devoted to defining headings. Software tools may use this tag
to, for instance, automatically generate a table of contents. Another example is the use of the
<PRE> tag, intended for preformatted text, to center text. Do not forget that if the text looks
centered with your browser, your clients may have different settings (e.g. font size).
.
Figure 2: The Home Page of the ATLAS Experiment at CERN, as displayed with Netscape. An inlined
image contains both graphics and a title.
3.5 Images
A wide majority of webs use inlined images heavily. Since a large percentage of the users do
have image-capable browsers, this expectation is not unreasonable. However, it is important to
consider a few items when designing a web page. We have already mentioned the necessity to
provide alternate text for images (see section 3.3). Another problem is the transfer time of
images: because of their size, and because each image implies one connection, images may take
much more time to load than the text. This may be frustrating, especially for readers with slow
Figure 3: The same document displayed with Lynx. No title, nor alternate text is available to
understand what the document is about.
Figure 4: The same problem may arise with Mosaic when the “delayed loading of images” option is
active
connections. To minimise this problem, the web publisher should:
• not use too many different images
• supply indirections for large images. One way to do this is to inline a reduced version of
the image. A link can be added to this image, in such a way that selecting the image leads
to the full size image. It is also recommended to indicate the size of the image, to help
the user decide whether or not to load it.
Think about making your images transparent, because you don’t know what will be the
background color of your client’s browsers (use e.g. giftrans [22]).
3.6 WWW Etiquette
There are a few conventions which will make for a more usable, less confusing, web [23]. As a
web publisher you should make sure this applies to your HTML document.
• Do sign your document. This will allow readers to mail you questions and suggestions.
• Do indicate its status and date of validity. When was it last updated? Is it complete?
What is its scope?
• Do provide a meaningful TITLE. HTML offers the tag <TITLE> to assign a title to
each one of your documents. This title is not displayed in the main window of the
browsers, but is considered as an identifier of your document. For instance, it represents
your document in a hotlist (or bookmarks) or a history window. Automated “robots” that
wander the web to build indices also use this title. Thus the title should be chosen
carefully in order to reflect the contents of the document.
4 Building Webs
Creating valid HTML documents is an important issue, but the real web publishing work
consists in connecting individual HTML documents with hypertext links to form webs.
Numerous issues have to be considered. We will not detail here every aspect of building a web,
but we will rather give guidelines for the main ones. In this framework, HTML documents are
referred to as nodes, because we consider them as part of a web.
Some of the most important issues are listed below:
• design of the contents,
• human factors,
• structure of the web,
• structure of the nodes,
• size of the nodes,
• consistency among the nodes,
• ease of navigation,
• readability,
The first two items are not considered here. Designing the contents of a documents requires the
determination of who are the readers and what do they expect, in order to provide a document
that covers their need. The term human factors covers the design of a document best adapted
for human perception.
4.1 The structure of Webs
The most central issue concerns the structure of the web, fully determined by the scheme used
to establish hypertext links across the nodes. Figure 5 categorises several web structures with
respect to their expressive power and their predictability. Expressive power measures the
capacity for webs to express a lot of information with a minimal amount of text and nodes.
Predictability measures the possibility for a reader to get lost when browsing.
The sequence structure is made of nodes connected with next/previous links. Its
expressive power is very low but, of course, a reader will never be lost.
The network structure has the highest expressive power, because it allows any piece of
information to be cross-referenced, thus avoiding redundancy. As a counterpart, networks may
also be very unpredictable. Two problems have been studied in the literature. Disorientation
happens when the reader cannot locate himself in the main course of reading because he is
unable to build a mental model of the structure [24]. Cognitive overhead occurs in the process
of reading hypertext which tends to present too many choices about which link to follow [25].
The tree structure is a good compromise between expressive power and predictability.
Imposing a tree structure on hypertext is a method extensively used to solve disorientation
problems. It is simple and easy to understand because it corresponds to the natural
decomposition of a book into chapters, sections, subsections, etc.
For these reasons, we strongly recommend to use the tree structure as the main skeleton
of your web. When more expressive power is needed, it is possible to superimpose a network
structure onto the tree structure as shown in Figure 6 b. It may also be useful for the reader to
be able to scan your web linearly, to quickly get an impression, or for a systematic search. This
can be achieved by superimposing a sequence structure onto the tree (see Fig 6 a).
Disorientation may also be induced by webs incorporating many links to external webs.
After some navigation, disorientation occurs because the reader may have crossed the “border”
of the original web and cannot go back to the main discourse. A possible solution is to centralise
Figure 5: Possible structures for webs. Web structures can be classified according to their expressive












external links within a special index (see Figure 6 b). All links within your web are local, except
in the index. For the reader, reaching an external web is in 2 steps: from a node to the index, and
from the index to the external web.
4.2 Anatomy of Nodes
The skeleton of the web being defined as the superimposition of a tree, a network and a
sequence, how should nodes be organised? A node is made of contents and of hypertext links
that reflect the web’s structure. The structure suggested in section 4.1 implies that a node
contains, in this order:
• A navigation panel (e.g. ascii or graphical navigation buttons) that allows:
– hierarchical navigation to the root node of the tree, e.g. [Up] to go to the upper node
and [Top] to go to the root node,
– sequence navigation: [Previous] and [Next] buttons,
– global access means, e.g. [Index], [Search] or [Contents],
• Indication of the context, to help the user to locate himself in the web. This can be for
instance the title of the upper node and/or the title of the document.
• The title of the node.
• The contents of the node is made of text and images. It may contain hypertext links
pointing to arbitrary other nodes of the web. These hypertext links are like
cross-references; they support the superimposed network structure.








4.3 The maintenance problem
The life cycle of a web is similar to the software life cycle: the maintenance phase may be very
expensive when it is not foreseen and organised from the beginning of the project. Maintenance
may result in very expensive tasks when:
• There is redundancy. Changing the information in one place implies changing it in many
other places.
• The web is moved, e.g. in another directory or another computer. This may result in
manual editing or all the URLs in your web. In addition all links to your web will be
broken.
• HTML files are renamed. Same problem as above.
• The layout of nodes is changed. Again this will end up with a lot of manual editing to
change headers, footers, add images, etc.
To avoid these problems, design work has to be performed carefully. The maintenance, the
evolution and the future versions of your web has to be foreseen from the very beginning. In
this area, a primary recommendation is to look at other webs, to see how their publishers have
organised themselves. Lists of “good” webs may be found on the WWW, for instance [26].
Another major recommendation is to automate the maintenance as much as possible:
information is difficult to maintain as soon as it is in HTML form. Use converters, or home
made scripts to generate it from non-HTML or semi-HTML formats, that are easier to maintain.
Examples are numerous: scripts may be used to automatically insert standard headers and
footers into your nodes, local names may be used instead of URL, the latter being inserted
automatically from a URL dictionary (mechanism similar to BibTeX), table of contents may be
build automatically from the heading tags, etc.
Among all the maintenance problems of the web publisher, the worst one is related to
broken links. A link between a source and a target is broken when the target moves, or is
renamed. Avoiding this problem is difficult, and there is no general solution. The web publisher
may:
• use relative URLs within your web. When the web is moved without restructuring, these
links remains valid.
• check the links with tools such as MOMSpider [27]. These tools will signal all broken
links.
• use converters. With tools such as LaTeX2HTML or WebMaker (see section 4.4), the
links are automatically generated each time a new conversion is performed. Thus all the
links within the generated web are valid.
These guidelines will help you to maintain your links. They will not at all help people pointing
to your web: external links pointing to your changed nodes may be broken. A number of tricks
may be played with redirection nodes, symbolic links, CGI scripts, or server rule file, but they
only apply when the web is moved without being changed.
A better solution relies on Local Resource Names (LRNs), explained in [28]. The idea is
to define hypertext link targets with logical names. If unicity of these names can be assumed for
the whole web, one of these name is sufficient to express a link to a given target. LRNs are used
instead of normal URLS, they can be interpreted by a CGI script that is able to find the URL of
a given logical name, by scanning a database of all URLs in the web. Since logical names are
much less subject to change than the structure or the location of the web, it is very safe to point
to web using LRNs.
A more ambitious attempt to solve this problem at the global level is the URN (Uniform
Resource Names) project. See [31] for detailed information.
4.4 Converters
A large fraction of the information published on the WWW is first produced using non-HTML
formats. This explains why a large number of converters have been developed to automatically
translate various formats to HTML (see [29] and [30] for exhaustive lists). Such converters exist
for most word processors (see below), for programming languages (e.g. C, C++, Fortran, Lisp)
and for many other formats such as man pages, excel tables, mail or newsgroups.
Of special interest for the web publisher are converters for word processors, that may be
used to convert existing documents that have to exist in paper and WWW. Instead of editing
HTML directly, it may also be a good idea to produce text with a word processor and to generate
your web with a converter. The word processor files becomes thus the master out of which the
web is generated. Table I gives a list of a few converters for some popular word processors.
Required features for a good converter are the following:
• conversion of text
• conversion of cross-references, footnotes
• generation of a navigation panel
• generation of TOCs and indices
• conversion of graphics, tables, equations
• multi-nodes web generation
• a configuration mechanism
Because of the major differences between how documents are organised on paper and on
WWW, converting from the word processor world to the HTML world is not easy [32]. In
general, paper documents are in one piece and read sequentially. By contrast, WWW documents
are made of small interconnected chunks that can be read by following hypertext links. The
capability for a converter to generate multiple interconnected nodes is essential. As seen in
section 4.2, small nodes are easier to read and may be pointed to directly. Among all converters
mentioned in Table I, only two satisfy this requirement: WebMaker and Latex2HTML. Other
converters only produce one HTML file and are thus limited to the conversion of small source
Word • rtf2html [35]
• Internet Assistant [36]
• CyberLeaf [38]
• SGML Tag Wizard [39]
LaTeX • LaTeX2HTML [33]
• HyperLatex





Table I: A few HTML converters for the most popular word processors.
documents.
Another essential property of a good converter is configurability. The problem of most
word processors1 is that they focus on the presentation aspects of a document, ignoring
semantics one. For instance in Word or FrameMaker, it is possible to create a style to specify
that some paragraphs are numbered, are sized to 14 points and are followed by 5 cm space, but
the fact that these paragraphs corresponds to chapter headings (or to a list item, or to a normal
paragraph) is not something known to the word processor. This is changing, especially with the
advent of word processors based on SGML [45] engines. Nevertheless, a configuration
mechanism is needed to instruct a converter about the semantics of each paragraph style,
because this information is needed for HTML translation. WebMaker has a configuration
language that not only can express the semantics of each paragraph style, but also to specify
precisely how a given paragraph will be mapped to an HTML construct. This configuration
language has shown to be an essential feature for the generation of good hypertexts, without
constraining the author in the presentation and the structure of its FrameMaker document [32].
4.5 Towards Documentation Systems
HTML is a very interesting medium to deliver information. However, it is not the only one:
documents often have to exist in multiple forms, depending of the way they are used. Paper is
certainly unavoidable for a careful reading, while editable formats are needed when the
document is evolving. When a document does not need to be distributed world-wide, other more
powerful hypertext formats may be used, such as DynaText [44].
In addition, HTML is certainly not the best way to produce information because its
markup is too poor to reflect all the semantics of text within a document. There is no way, for
instance to express the concepts of a table of contents, of a glossary, of a piece of source code,
of all those textual constructs that are typographically identified in a paper document. Given the
current state of HTML and HTML editors, word processors are today the best way to produce
documents.
Documentation system is a generic name to cover systems that clearly separate the
production, management and delivery aspects of documentation, as shown in Figure 8.
Production can be performed with standard word processors. The native documents can then be
converted into a pivot format and stored into a database. This database supports a real
management of the document in terms of requests, transformations, versioning, etc. Delivery is
ensured by dedicated converters to generate postscript, pdf, HTML, or native editing formats.
Such futuristic systems do not exist at the moment. Nevertheless, one may observe an
evolution towards this concept. The central element of documentation systems is the database.
Several companies offer publishing solutions based upon databases:
• NaviSoft has developed NaviServer [42], a WWW server with an integrated DBMS. The
database stores HTML documents and extract them dynamically when they are
requested. Features such as automatic indexing, access control and version management
are available. The DBMS may also be used to manage non HTML data, through a form
interface.
• O2 Technology has extended its Object-Oriented DBMS with a WWW server [43].
Classes in the database can be associated with methods that give them the capability to
represent themselves in HTML.
• Electronic Book Publishing [44] offers a modular publishing system that is very close
1 LaTeX is an exception, mixing both structural and presentation information
• Partial table of contents made of links to the sub-nodes of the node,
• Signature, date and status.
Figure 7 presents a node generated with WebMaker, a FrameMaker to WWW converter,
according to this scheme.
Deciding the size of a node is a difficult issue and is a case by case decision. The solution is
always a compromise between two rules:
• A node should always address one well defined subject
because your readers may want to point to your page directly, and not through the root
node of your web. If your node covers only one subject other webs may refer to it, thus
becoming reusable.
• Nodes should not be too long
Short nodes take less time to load, they favor direct access to information by avoiding
scrolling and searching.
The presentation of the nodes should be consistent. Using the same style, logos, navigation
devices throughout helps the reader to locate himself within the borders of your web, and avoid
disorientation.
Figure 7: An example node generated with WebMaker, according to the web structure discussed in
section 4.1
from the one described in Figure 8. Documents may be produced with various word
processors, are converted to SGML and stored into a database. They may then be
transformed into the DynaText proprietary hypertext format, or converted “on the fly”
to HTML with the DynaWeb server.
5 Conclusion
In many respects, publishing on the web is similar to a software programming activity. The
programming language is HTML. Its syntax must be understood and well used to be able to
write portable HTML documents. Composing good HTML documents and building webs
requires skills similar to those involved in software development, for instance: design, avoid
redundancy, use a tree rather than a cyclic network, specify the author and the status, use a
local naming scheme, automate tests and maintenance, stay short, are guidelines that make
sense in both programming and WWW worlds. LRNs mentioned in section 4.3 take their
inspiration from the well known software encapsulation principle: a web is given a logical
interface that hides its internal naming scheme and implementation.
Today, the programming activity is helped with software development and CASE tools.
Such tools are clearly missing in the web publishing world, where few tools exist beyond emacs
and vi. Let us hope that tools will soon appear to help us designing, writing, assembling, testing,
and maintaining webs of good and controled quality.
Figure 8: Architecture of a documentation system. Various word processing system may be used to
produce documents. These source documents are converted in a pivot format (SGML may
be a good candidate) and stored in a database, from which they can be retrieved and
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